INNOVATION PRACTICE GUIDE FOR MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH SERVICES
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INTRODUCTION

WHAT IS INNOVATION?

Innovation in the Maternal and Child Health (MCH) Service is defined as:

‘The application of knowledge to behaviours, approaches or ways of working within the MCH context which are perceived as a new way of working for the service, an enhancement beyond current MCH practice or service provision, implemented by means of planned and coordinated action by individuals, teams or organisations’

Innovation occurs across the MCH Service at varying scales. At a local level, this may include reflective practice and individual initiatives. Innovation can involve incremental change to practice (such as substituting one engagement technique for another) or more substantial shifts (for example, the development of new service models or the integration of new technological platforms).

Innovation provides an avenue through which new ideas can be trialed, tested and tracked to identify desirable and sustainable changes to practice. It offers a mechanism to provide an adaptive and flexible approach to meeting community requirements.

WHAT IS GOOD PRACTICE IN INNOVATION?

The literature on innovation spans diverse sectors, including health, education and information technology. Innovation can be considered from diverse perspectives; for example, a concentration on processes, types of innovations, or the degree of novelty in the design. In the context of MCH specifically, much of the literature has examined innovative practice in developing nations with a particular focus on addressing inequality and poor health outcomes. As such, this Guide draws on literature from the broader health sector which examines contexts comparable to Victoria.

What is considered ‘good practice’ differs by sector and perspective. Drawing on the research base for the health sector, this Guide focuses on effectiveness and sustainability as key elements for good practice in innovation. Effectiveness relates to determining whether the innovation is having a positive impact on the target population, while sustainability refers to the ability to maintain the health outcomes from the innovation.

For the MCH sector, good practices in innovation are considered to be those that:

- contribute to achieving the objectives of the MCH Service
- achieve outcomes valued by stakeholders (families, other agencies, and/or community)
- open up avenues for future action, either in the same region or in others
- introduce new, versatile and transformable procedures that can be adapted for use by other parts of the MCH Service.

Sustainability is dependent on the ability to embed the innovation into the practice of staff. This can be facilitated by communicating the ‘value proposition’ to those involved, but relies on integrating sustainability considerations across the project cycle, including elements in planning, implementation and evaluation.

AIM OF THE INNOVATION PRACTICE GUIDE

The Innovation Practice Guide outlines characteristics of good practice in innovation, as associated with effectiveness and sustainability. It is intended to provide a bank of ideas and lessons learned that can be drawn on in shaping innovations.

This Guide provides a broad view of innovation in a MCH context and shares the common experiences and challenges when working within innovation in this environment. The sharing of good practice through the Guide aims to:

- inspire the MCH sector to identify potential innovations
- support the MCH sector in designing and implementing innovations
- contribute to the ongoing evidence base by developing evaluation and monitoring capabilities.

The Guide also aims to help the MCH sector to make their innovations more sustainable by providing practical guidance that can be applied when designing and managing innovations. While not all of the Guide explicitly
This Guide does not provide a comprehensive step-by-step process for the development and implementation of innovations, nor does it recommend a single best practice model. Rather, it draws on existing research and literature to highlight important characteristics of successful innovations, providing suggestions for how they may be integrated.

WHO SHOULD USE THIS GUIDE?

This Guide is intended as a starting point for those working in MCH services who are interested in understanding how innovations might be designed and implemented in their context. It might also be used by community-based organisations who collaborate with MCH services in the delivery of programs and activities.

STRUCTURE OF THE GUIDE

The Guide is comprised of four sections that provide guidance to help you understand what is involved in an effective and sustainable innovation and how it might be designed and planned to improve success.

The elements involved in planning, establishing and maintaining an innovation, as covered in this Guide, can be seen in the diagram below. Each section provides more detail and guidance on the steps involved.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE GUIDE

The development of the Guide was supported by ACIL Allen Consulting and included a workshop with 10-12 MCH service leaders, supported by the Department and the Municipal Association of Victoria. The workshop gathered the views of service providers on the content and usability of the Guide. Through this process, it was identified that the Guide needed to:

- focus on the key learnings of the Maternal and Child Health Services Innovation Fund that would help developing evidence-informed practice, particularly in relation to planning and evaluation
- contain useful tools or resources to support the MCH sector when designing and implementing innovations.
PLANNING

Planning lays the foundation for an innovation that is clear about its objectives, and tailored to the problem and target population. It is an essential step in ensuring an innovation can be implemented and evaluated effectively. Taking the time to plan your innovation makes it more likely that you will gain support from your stakeholders and be able to undertake your innovation as intended.

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

Innovations are most effective when targeted at persistent problems or issues identified through data and evidence. Often, these problems may be common, observable and well understood within the MCH Service.

When exploring your innovation:

- invest time to better understand and define the problem or issue
- involve stakeholders identifying and exploring the problem or issue
- use collaborative techniques to determine what solutions are relevant to the target population and that problem or issue.

DESIGN

Developing simple innovations helps to test new ideas and ways of working. Sometimes those developing innovations attempt to address every issue or apply multiple techniques to target a problem. This creates challenges in later stages when trying to determine whether the innovation had positive outcomes, or which activities were effective.

Keep innovations simple and focused. Trial your innovation on a small scale, such as one site or location, in the first instance to test whether it is showing promising results. If an innovation is shown to have a positive impact on a small scale, it can then be trialled in different contexts, variables, and populations to see how transferable the innovation is.

It is important to consider evaluation and monitoring in the design phase for your evaluation. This includes determining the purpose, defining the measures, and identifying data collection requirements. Detail on these elements is provided in the ‘Evaluation’ section.

Sustainability also starts in the design phase. To improve sustainability, consider:

- What does sustainability looks like for the innovative practice? Define what will be sustained, for what purpose, and what resources would be required to support it.
- How will activities be maintained? Design activities that can continue after the project ends, either because they can be appropriately resourced or because they replace or strengthen existing activities.
- Who will take ongoing responsibility? Develop a transition plan that reflects a gradual transfer of responsibility, as appropriate, throughout the innovation.
PARTNERSHIPS

Partnerships for MCH innovations bring together different stakeholders with a shared interest in service delivery. Try to:

- identify the full spectrum of relevant stakeholders, including their roles and functions in supporting the innovation
- leverage existing partnership arrangements (either formal or informal) to help you get your project up and running.

Partnerships can also help in resolving some of the complexities in operating across agencies, by allowing partners to use their own internal position and relationships to help make things happen. Where innovations are undertaken as a clear partnership between two areas or agencies, consider developing a co-ownership model with shared involvement and accountability.

Secure the buy-in of stakeholders as early as possible (particularly leadership) to build commitment to the innovation’s implementation and sustainability, including required support and resources. This will help in identifying and mobilising champions to overcome barriers that may emerge as the innovation is developed and rolled out.

CAPABILITY

After designing the innovation, it is important to determine the underpinning knowledge and skills required to successfully conduct the trial. This includes matching capability requirements directly to the activities of the innovation. For example, a technical change to MCH service delivery will require nursing capabilities, whereas the development of resources or partnership arrangements will benefit from generic project management skills.

Consider the following questions:

- Does the capability exist in-house or does the expertise need to be brought in?
- Can the activities be absorbed within existing resources or is additional support required?
- Will this impact on the ability to embed the innovation into practice, if the resources are non-ongoing?
- What are the procurement processes and timeframes for acquisition of resources?

Generally, acquiring appropriate resources (either human or physical) takes time – planning needs to account for a mobilisation period. There should also be a plan to strengthen capability throughout the project, with a focus on those individuals that will maintain the innovation beyond the project.
**TOOLKIT: PROGRAM LOGIC**

The use of a program logic can provide a visual representation of the innovation’s activities, outputs and the outcomes it seeks. In addition to supporting good planning, implementation and evaluation, logic models also help communication about projects. This can help build stakeholder buy-in, and support staff in understanding what the innovation is and what it seeks to address.

An example program logic is provided below. When developing your program logic, it is important to think about the relationships between each element – for example, how inputs support activities, and activities produce outputs. These relationships may be identified through logical linkages, or through evidence and research.

![Program Logic Diagram](image)


**RESOURCES**

**Innovation 101**: Provides responses to frequently asked questions, such as ‘Are there different kinds of innovation?’ and ‘How does innovation fit with service improvement?’.


**Public Participation**: Represents stakeholders, their interests and engagement strategies. This is a useful tool for identifying potential partnerships and parameters of relationships. From the International Association for Public Participation.

Available at: [https://www.iap2.org.au/Resources/Search-Resources](https://www.iap2.org.au/Resources/Search-Resources)

**Strategic Grants**: Provides guidance on writing grant applications, supported by examples of good and bad practice.


**Victorian Children and Families Research Strategy**: Defines the research priority areas, which is useful when aligning innovations to broader strategic objectives.

IMPLEMENTATION

Effective implementation can make the difference between simply completing an innovation and maintaining the innovation’s impact. This will include working with partners, building capacity of stakeholders and monitoring activities.

GOVERNANCE

A governance function can provide strategic direction and oversight for innovations. It also creates a platform for the ongoing engagement of stakeholders, encouraging continued participation in the project.

The first step in considering governance is the assessment of existing governance structures to identify whether there is an opportunity to leverage established arrangements, rather than establishing a stand-alone group. In the MCH sector, local areas often have existing bodies for children’s health and wellbeing with key stakeholder representatives. Wherever possible, these structures should be used to fulfil the governance function. Consider:

- What existing bodies are there in my local area?
- Do they share key stakeholders with my innovation?
- Is there an opportunity to leverage their established arrangements for governance?

If there are no existing governance structures that can be used, consider establishing an Advisory Group or Steering Committee. Where possible:

- involve key stakeholders, generally with representation at a level that can make decisions and authorise activities
- set collective priorities and objectives, ensuring the alignment between the innovation and broader environment
- develop clear Terms of Reference that capture the implementation of the project with a view to sustainable operations.

These steps will help share accountability for implementation and results, and strengthen linkages between different types of stakeholders (for example, service providers and government agencies). If established well, the life of governance structures can often extend beyond the term of a project, supporting ongoing collaboration, maintenance of momentum and transition to sustainable practice.

CAPACITY BUILDING

Capacity building plays a central role in both achieving objectives and the ongoing sustainability of an innovation. While planning considerations focus primarily on acquiring capability to support implementation, the activities of the innovation will play a role in growing the capacity of staff, partners and the community.

Capacity building can support the gradual transfer of responsibility from the project manager to partners or practitioners, as part of the transition from an innovation to everyday practice. Capacity building activities should focus on:

- increasing the understanding of stakeholders about why the innovation is being progressed
- developing skills to conduct and maintain the key activities of the innovation (for example, staff skills to use new information technology, or information sharing processes between partners)
- building understanding of data collection and analysis, to support monitoring and continuous improvement.
MONITORING

The development of a monitoring mechanism facilitates the oversight of an innovation’s progress. This allows for the identification of risks and the development of mitigation strategies, increasing flexibility and the opportunity to respond to change when implementing the innovation.

Monitoring can assist in:

- keeping implementation on track
- identifying changing community requirements
- ensuring the ongoing relevance of the innovation.

Monitoring can be conducted through regular project reporting mechanisms (such as a fortnightly or monthly report) that provides information to show whether implementation is on track or at risk. If possible, it is beneficial to connect the governance structure with the monitoring function.

TOOLKIT: COMMUNITY CAPACITY-BUILDING

Community capacity building is particularly relevant for innovations that will eventually be led by the community (for example, community-led parent networks, or volunteer-facilitated activities). The Australian Institute of Family Studies (2013) identifies six key principles for community capacity-building:

1. Focusing on community needs: look at the collective needs
2. Developing bottom-up practice: empower communities to identify their own solutions
3. Applying a strengths-based approach: leverage existing skills and knowledge
4. Using inclusive practice: partner with community organisations
5. Investing resources: dedicate both time and financial resources to supporting activities
6. Aiming for sustainability: consider how the service will sustain their own capacity to work with families.

RESOURCES

Making decisions about interventions: Outlines step-by-step considerations for evidence-informed policy and practice, including the use of program logic in implementation and the connection to monitoring and research. Developed by VicHealth.


A Resource Guide for Enhancing Potential Sustainable Impact: Helps in understanding how a sustainability lens can be applied to projects, with general principles applicable across all sectors and programs. Produced by Project Concern International.


Victorian Public Sector Innovation: Provides an overview of key themes that enable successful innovation in the public service, that are helpful to consider throughout implementation.

EVALUATION

Evaluation provides the evidence for the effectiveness of particular activities or innovations, directly contributing to the knowledge base and supporting decision-making on future directions. Rather than a stand-alone phase at the conclusion of a project, evaluation should be considered in the planning stages and can be considered from a continual improvement focus.

PURPOSE

Evaluation can look at a number of elements, including process design, outcomes achieved and cost efficiency. The two primary categories of evaluations are formative and summative. Identifying what it is you want to know will help determine the type of evaluation – in most instances, both will be useful to understanding your innovation.

Formative evaluations are conducted during the development and implementation of innovations, and help in understanding how to improve your innovation. Key research questions for formative evaluations include:

- Is the innovation being implemented as intended?
- Are the activities appropriate for the innovation?
- What are the opportunities for improvement?

Summative evaluations are conducted once the innovation is well established and help in understanding the extent to which objectives are being achieved. Key research questions for summative evaluations include:

- Have desired outcomes been achieved?
- How well did the innovation achieve its intended objectives?
- What can be learned that will inform future directions?

MEASUREMENT

It is important to establish early on what you are going to use to measure progress and success, referred to as an indicator. There are two kinds of indicators:

- Process: Related to activities and outputs. For example, the number of people engaged through an outreach program, or feedback on the quality of a training initiative.
- Impact: Related to the difference an innovation has made. For example, change in behaviours or attitudes, or the establishment of partnerships.

Indicators should be meaningful, measurable and few in number (where possible).

DATA COLLECTION

Evaluation activities should not be burdensome. The aim is to gather data easily, reliably and at regular intervals. Establish in the planning phase what evaluation activities will be done and when.

The indicators discussed above should be clearly linked to data sources – this will guide how you are going to measure. Design of the indicators should identify clearly:

- What data is available?
- What the data provides information about?
- What additional tools will be required to collect further information?
- How will the indicators be used?

Generally, evaluation will include different data sources that capture quantitative and qualitative information. Some quantitative information may come through existing MCH systems (such as CDIS), whereas qualitative information will likely need to be collected through surveys, case studies, interviews or focus groups.
DISSEMINATION OF LEARNINGS

Evaluation helps to generate new knowledge for the MCH sector. Be open to negative or neutral outcomes or impacts from your innovation – these are still valuable learnings. You may need to capture your learnings in a record or report, which should include:

- an overview of the project
- the evaluation method
- key findings
- discussion of challenges, success factors, practice insights and lessons learned.

Sharing these learnings is also important. When communicating the learnings, consider your messaging from the following angles:

- What was the visible impact? Think of observable outcomes, supported by evidence.
- What are the potential advantages of this innovation over other approaches?
- How could the innovation be adapted for other contexts without compromising objectives?

In many instances, stakeholders will also be interested in the resourcing impact, recurrent costs and potential sustainability of the innovation. Collecting data on expenditure and resourcing, as well as outcomes, will form the evidence base and support evidence-informed practice.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

Evaluation also plays a role in continuous improvement, supporting informed decision-making on the continuation and direction of innovations. Continuous improvement is often implemented using the four-phased cycle of:

- Plan – identify the objectives and actions of the innovation (for example, using the program logic in the ‘Planning’ section).
- Do – implement the innovation, including resource allocation and activities.
- Check – monitor and measure the effectiveness of the innovation, using the steps discussed above, to identify opportunities for improvement or amendment.
- Act – incorporate improvements into the innovation, while planning for the next steps.

Considering your innovation from a continuous improvement perspective will allow you to amend your innovation, adapting to changing circumstances and new community requirements. It emphasises that innovations need not be static; rather, they can be adapted dynamically when armed with the right information.

TOOLKIT: SIMPLE EVALUATION FRAMEWORK (EXAMPLE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research question</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Data source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Process:</strong></td>
<td>Number of training sessions</td>
<td>Training records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impact:</strong></td>
<td>Improvement of participant knowledge and skills</td>
<td>Training participant feedback form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Process:</strong></td>
<td>Establishment of formal agreements</td>
<td>Document review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impact:</strong></td>
<td>Improvement in perceptions of collaboration and relationship quality</td>
<td>Interviews with key stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Process:</strong></td>
<td>Number of parents completing all KAS consultations</td>
<td>KAS records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impact:</strong></td>
<td>Improvement in health indicators</td>
<td>Focus groups with families</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RESOURCES

Evaluation Toolkit: This toolkit is intended to help locate resources to support the documentation and measurement of outcomes. Designed by the National Center for Education in Maternal and Child Health at Georgetown University, USA.

Available at: https://www.ncemch.org/toolkits/evaluation.php


Evaluation Report Template: Provides a 'how-to' for writing an evaluation report, including structure, key considerations and the description of findings. Produced by the South Australian Community Health Research Unit.

Available at: https://som.flinders.edu.au/FUSA/SACHRU/PDF/EvalReportTemplate.pdf
SUSTAINABILITY

If innovations are shown to effectively address the intended issue and produce positive outcomes, the next question is – how do they become more widely adopted and increase their impacts? This process, known as scaling, relies on the ability of an innovation to be expanded to reach a greater proportion of the population without compromising the effectiveness.

OBJECTIVES

The process for scaling is different to planning or implementing an innovation, and the first question to be asked is 'Why'? Consider:

- Are looking to trial your innovation with a new target audience?
- Expand the model to different partners?
- Generate change at the policy level?

After identifying the objectives for scaling the innovation, look at what you are planning to scale – is it the full innovation, or selected activities only? Determine what is fixed, and what can be changed. This will impact on the kinds of partnerships and resources that are required to support the innovation.

Depending on the responses to the first two questions, you will also need to consider 'where?'. Is the innovation to be applied in a different context? What impact is this likely to have on the design and implementation of the innovation?

Lastly, you will need to consider 'how?'. There are different strategies to scaling, discussed further in the sections below. This can include disseminating ideas, building networks, forming partnerships or expanding your organisation’s capacity to implement the innovation more broadly.

The answers to these questions could be captured in a scaling plan that outlines the objectives, the activities to be scaled, the strategies to be used and the process to be followed.

PRESENTATION

When looking at scale, the way the innovation is presented or conceptualised will impact how stakeholders respond. Are you promoting your innovation:

- As a new program or service, additional to existing arrangements?
- As a different way of working, to replace existing practices?

If your innovation is seen as ‘additional’, focus on building partnerships and acquiring resources to support capability and capacity to integrate your innovation in new areas.

If your innovation is seen as a new way of working, consider more informal strategies to spread the ideas. Examples would include leveraging opportunities to share good practice, engaging in communities of practice, producing articles for peer-reviewed or trade journals, and using local influence to engage others in the principles and ideas.

COMMUNICATION

Scaling up innovation depends on generating interest in the innovation and communicating the evidence and applicability to other contexts. To have an innovation picked up from a single trial or context and rolled out in other areas requires a level of confidence that there is sufficient proof (evidence) the innovation has achieved the outcomes observed and reported.

Aligning the innovation with other strategies or objectives will assist in articulating the value proposition, allowing stakeholders to clearly see how it may complement their own activities. This can occur on different levels – ranging from local area or local Council, to state-based or Federal strategic priorities.
TOOLKIT: THINKING ABOUT SCALABILITY

Moore and Riddell (2015) produced a typology that can support small scale innovators when considering ‘what next?’. They identify three approaches that highlight the different avenues to be considered. An overview of their typology is provided in the diagram below.

For the MCH context, innovators will benefit from thinking about ‘scaling out’ or ‘scaling deep’. There are different strategies for each:

- **Scaling out**: replication (spreading the innovation to different geographic areas), or principles (disseminate principles to support adoption in new contexts)
- **Scaling deep**: shifting norms (spreading cultural ideas using stories to change beliefs), and transformative learning (building communities of practice).

**RESOURCES**

**Increasing the scale of population health interventions: A Guide**: Provides advice on the developing of scaling plans and the steps to take in scaling innovations. Developed by NSW Health.


‘What works – Scaling up innovations’: Explores what gets scaled up, the timing, barriers and enablers for local innovations, including key messaging. Developed by What Works Scotland.


**The Edge**: Provides a free social platform for the ‘finding, sharing, curating and creating’ innovative ideas in health and care. The platform supports the dissemination and discussion of innovations in the health sector.

Available at: [http://theedge.nhsiq.nhs.uk/about/](http://theedge.nhsiq.nhs.uk/about/)
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